ABSTRACT
INRODUCTION
In recent years, the development of integrated circuit technology has accelerated rapidly; MSI and LSI techniques promise to make today's functional level devices tomorrow's(even today's) basic components. Accordingly, digital systems are built with more and more complexity; the fault testing and diagnosis of digital circuits becomes an important and indispensable part of the manufacturing process.
Performance, area, power and testing are some of the most important attributes of complex VLSI systems [7] . With the current reduction in devise sizes it is possible to fit increasingly larger devices on to a single chip. As chip density increases the probability of defects occuring in a chip increases as well. The quality, reliability and cost of the product are directly proportional to the degree of testing the product [1] . Deterministic test generation algorithms for combinational circuits [10] and sequential circuits [8] , [9] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] have been used in the past, but the exection time are often long, due to the large number of backtracks that often occur.
The objective of this paper is to develop new test generation algorithm using heuristic optimization techniques. This algorithm reduces the number of test vector sets of a combinational logic circuit for fault detection and diagnosis respectively. With increasing integrated levels in today's VLSI chips, the complexity of testing them is also increasing. This is because the internal chip modules have become increasingly difficult to access. Testing costs have become a significant fraction of the total manufacturing cost. Hence there is a necessity to reduce the testing cost. The facter that has the biggest impact on testing cost of a chip is the time required to test it. This time can be decreased if the number of tests required to test the chip is reduced. So we simply need to advise a test set that is small in size[1].
Problem Statement
The problems solved in this paper are:
1. Finding a fault dictionary for all stuck at faults in combinational circuit. 2. Formulating an exact method for minimizing the given diagnostic test set 3. Calculate the execution time to overcome the computational limitations of the exact method of item 2.
Original contributions:
We have developed the test minimization algorithm to produce minimal test set for combinational circuits. This method has its foundations on these steps: 1) Identifying the distinguishable faults 2) Generating test cases for them 3) Minimizing the number of test cases. The steps 1 and 2, give us a nonexhaustive vector set, which on compaction will give a minimal test set. Using fault detection and location, we have modeled fault dictionary. Fault dictionary is a table. In this table rows identify the test number and column identifies the distinguishable faults. Heuristic approach is adopted to optimize the number of test cases. Simple two stage circuits and its Boolean expressions (as sum of product form) are experimented with the proposed method and test minimizing is found to be satisfactory.
The earlier research work on test set compaction is discussed in section 2. In section 3, the steps involved in heuristic approach for test minimization is discussed. In section 4, complete algorithm for test set compaction is presented. In section 5, outcomes of various simple circuits are tabulated and results are interpreted. In the final section, conclusions and future research directions are outlined.
BACKGROUND
This paper addresses the problem of minimal test pattern generation for simple combinational logic circuits only. However it should be noted that nearly all sequential logic, ie the circuit containing state holding elements (flip flops) are tested in a way that transforms their operation under test from sequential to combinational [2] . A number of basic analytic and heuristic methods are found in the literature namely, Fault A heuristic, systematic procedure derived from the concept of path sensitizing, known as equivalent normal form(ENF) method [4] is then introduced. Although this method has eliminated the two imperfections that the fault table and path sensitizing methods have, it introduces an unattractive new feature, the requirement of the cumbersome computation of a 'score function' for every literal in the ENF and the complemented ENF of the circuit.
ENF Karnaugh map method [6] is the combination of ENF method and the Karnaugh map and tabular method. Both the ENF method and ENF-Karnaugh map method do not guarantee minimal experiments, nor is there a guarantee that a set of sensitized paths can be found for every circuit.
The Boolean Difference method and the SPOOF methods [4] are two convenient general methods for deriving tests for detecting any single and/or multiple faults in any part of the circuit without using any fault tables or maps.
In Fixed Scheduled Fault Detection method, three tables are generated for the given combinational circuit (boolean expression in sum of products form). They are fault 
HEURISTIC METHOD FOR TEST MINIMIZATION
In heuristic method, fault detection and test minimization consists of two phases. In the first phase fault dictionary alone is created. In the second phase number of tests is going to be minimized. In this paper diagnosing tree is created by dissecting the fault table matrix into two sub matrices based on essential test number. The test number is added to essential test set. Column numbers in these two matrices are added to the root node of the tree as right and left siblings. Left children contains fault-free output column numbers from the matrix (0s) and the right one contains faulty output column numbers from the matrix(1s).The process is repeated until both left and right children results in a single column number in them. Essential test set is found after removing redundant test numbers in it [4] . In this method, the economies that can be achieved by choosing each test input to be applied to the circuit on the basis of the outcomes of all previous tests in the schedule. The choice of test schedule depends upon the outcome of the individual tests in the sequence. A convenient way to present such a sequence of tests and their outcomes is to use a diagnosing tree.
Diagnosing Tree
A diagnosing tree is a directed graph whose nodes are tests. The outgoing branches from a node represent the different outcomes of the particular test. The diagnosing tree[3] is shown in figure 1,2 and 3 .From this diagnosing tree, we see that the circuit fault-free if and only if the output sequence to the sequence (2,3,6,5) is (0,1,1,0), as indicated by the path of dark lines. Thus this tree can be simplified to the one shown in figure 2. Applying test 2,3,5,6 in any order will not shorten the length of the experiment. Another diagnosing tree for test set {2,3,5,6) is shown in figure 3 , which still requires all four tests. Unlike fault detection, adaptive-scheduled fault location is general yields a shorter experiment. Using heuristic approach, the fault location of the circuit of figure 1, requires a minimal length of 4 is required for test minimization. 
Phase -1: Construction of the fault dictionary
If x 1 ,x 2 ,…..,x n are the input variables to a single output circuit whose fault-free(correct) output is z = z(x 1 ,…..x n ) and z α1 ,z α2 ,…..z αi are the erroneous outputs, each corresponding to one of the possible faults α 1 ,α 2 ,….α i , a multiple-output table of the combinations may be obtained. This is called a fault dictionary, F in Table I . Table I 
Phase -2 : Proposed Method for Test minimization
This method adopts heuristic approach for test minimization. After two test inputs have been applied, the four partial test schedules that should follow may be all different in content and length, and so on for successive test inputs. The objective of this method is to find test schedule with minimum number of levels in the diagnosing tree. The following factors influence the method adopted for finding the minimal test set: 1. The tests chosen must not be confined to any particular given set of tests .They must be chosen from the rows of the fault table. 2. The construction of an adaptive schedule of tests for fault location with a minimal number of levels needs at least N L tests. 3. At each step the test that will distinguish between the largest number of faults not already distinguished should be chosen.
One way to select the appropriate row (test) at each step of procedure is to try all possible remaining rows(tests). For even a small fault table, however, the number of possible graph labeling that must be tried to determine the minimal number of levels is astronomical. This approach is therefore impractical.
Let W i0 and W i1 denote the numbers of 0's and 1's in row i, respectively. A simple heuristic method for finding a nearly minimal adaptive-scheduled fault-location experiment is:
Select row i, which maximizes the number of (0,1) pairs between digits in that row, that is, which maximizes the expression
This number is optimized if the row that has the most nearly equal distribution of 0's and 1's, [i.e. the row (or one of the subset of rows) for which |W io -W i1 | is minimal] is selected. The use of this criterion appears to work very well for many problems.
4.COMPLETE ALGORITHM FOR TEST MINIMIZATION
This algorithm accepts the given expression in sum of product form, produces fault table, detects faults and outputs essential tests after eliminating redundancy, if any. The pseudocode for proposed Algorithm is given below:
Start Initialize a binary tree data structure.
Step 1: Read Boolean Expersion(Sum of products form)
Step 2: Substitute binary values for all the symbols and find s-a-0 and s-a-1 faults step 3: Eliminate duplicate faults step 4:Create fault table by substituting all binary combinations n symbols in given experssion step 5: Eliminate duplicate rows and columns in fault table.
Repeat
Step 6: Find sum of 1's and sum of 0's in each row
Step 7: Find difference between sums of 0's and 1's
Step 8: Find minimum of the difference.
Step 9: Select the row number with minimum difference as essential number.
Step 10: Split the matrix into two sub matrices one containing 0's and another containing 1's based on essential test row.
Step 11: Store the column numbers in each of the sub matrix as left and right child of the binary tree.
Step 12: Eliminate the selected row number from further analysis Until the left and right child of the binary tree contains a single column number.
Step 13: Eliminate redundant test numbers.
Step 14: Output essential test for the given circuit.
Stop

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This algorithm is implemented in C language and experimented and tested with different simple combinational circuits. It finds essential test numbers, for the given circuits.The results are tabulated in table II. The following inferences are made on observation of the table II. Execution time of the algorithm increases with the increase in number of gates. Achievement of 99% reduction is due to the fact that the large number of tests find the same faults. Hence, they are grouped and one among them is retained and the rest are eliminated. A diagnosing tree created occupies less storage space.
Part of the algorithm (section 4) proposed in this research work uses the binary tree structure to identify test numbers covering more than one fault and eliminates redundant tests to be performed. Hence, they are grouped and one among them is retained and the rest are eliminated.This method suffers by keeping a very large fault detection and location table. This will increase the memory requirement of the data structures used. The increase in memory requirement is directly proportional to the total number of inputs to the gates. 
CONCLUSION
To minimize the test generation problem in simple two stage combinational circuits, a new heuristic algorithm has been developed. This algorithm is implemented and tested with different combinational circuits. From the implementation it was observed that execution time of the algorithm increases with the increase in number of gates. Test minimization varies from 50% to 99% with the lowest one corresponding to a circuit with four gates. In case of complex circuits, number of faults are naturally more. Test minimization percentage reduces in those cases. This Algorithm requires a very large fault table which is to be constructed and provides optimal solution. This procedure is quite simple and easy to apply. The drawback of this method is that it requires a large amount of computer storage space to store the fault 
